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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Bernstein polynomials given by 
and the relation between their rate of convergence and the smoothness of 
the function they approximate is a topic which has been investigated at 
great length (e.g., [ 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 71). Berens and Lorentz [ 1 ] showed in 
1972 that, for 0 6 a 6 2, 0 < a < 2, X= x( 1 - x) and ,f(x) E C[O, 11, 
x WJ‘) n’2 IB,(f; x)-f’(x)/ <- nB12 (1.2) 
implies, for [x - t, x + t] c [0, 11, 
p 812 
x-“‘2 I,f(x- t)-2f(x)+,f(x+ t)l =xmm”‘2 p:f’(x)l <M,(f) x 
0 
(1.3) 
and that, for c1= p, (1.3) and (1.2) are equivalent. (This latter fact was also 
proved by R. DeVore [2].) In [3 and 43 I showed that (1.2) and (1.3) are 
equivalent for 0 6 c1 d p < 2. 
Although the most important cases seem to be c( = 0 (characterizing 
IIB,(f, *) -f(.)ll = o(~““)) and CI = b (characterizing the rate of con- 
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vergence for fE Lip* /i’, i.e., Ildff(x)ll = O(ta)), the fact that the question as 
to what happens when ~1 is bigger than /I has remained open was a real 
annoyance. I was also reminded of that gap by Berens during his visit to 
Edmonton in the summer of 1983. In this paper it will be shown that (1.2) 
is equivalent to (1.3) for 0 d a < 2 and 0 < /Id 2 (at least in case CI + fl d 2). 
That is, we drop the condition a < /I and the condition fi < 2 as well; the 
latter is essentially a separate result, being a saturation theorem. 
2. EQUIVALENCE OF AN INTERMEDIATE SPACE 
AND SMOOTHNESS CONDITION 
The crucial step of the proof that (1.2) and (1.3) are equivalent is charac- 
terization of a certain intermediate space. We recall the space C, as the 
collection of functionsf,fE C[O, l] for which lI(~(l ~.‘~))~~~/‘f(x)(I~~~~,,, = 
11 .f I/ (‘, < CCI and the space Cz a collection of functions in C[O, 1 ] which are 
twice differentiable locally in (0, 1) (,f and f' are locally absolutely con- 
tinuous) and for which the seminorm il(.u( 1 -x))’ ‘211*),~“(x)II L, c0,,, = 
11 ,f’I/ (.z is finite. The real (Peetre) interpolation space (C,, C:)B is the 
collection of .f’ for which K( t’, .f)/r” < M(f), with norm sup,(K(t2, f )/t"), 
where K(t’, f) is given by K(r’, .f) = inf, = ,, + ,J II f, II (., + t* II f211 (.;I. 
We are now ready to state the main theorem for this paper. 
THEOREM 2.1. For f’(.u) E C[O, 11, X= .u( 1 -x), 0 d LX < 2, 0 < /3 < 2 and 
c( + /I 6 2 the conditions 
(a) XpZ!2 IB,(A x)- f(.u)l d MnpB12, 
(b) fE CC,, Ct),j, and 
(c) x-“12 If(x- t)-2f(.u)+f(x+t)l d (t2/X)l”’ 
are equivalent. 
Remark. Theorem 2.1 is our result for /3 < 2, for p = 2 (a) and (c) are 
equivalent but this is a saturation rather than an inverse theorem and will 
be proved in the next section. 
ProoJ The equivalence of (a) and (b) was shown in [ 1, Theorem 4, 
p. 7031. Condition (b) implies (c) was shown in [ 1, Theorem 5, p. 7061. To 
show that (c) implies (b) it will be sufficient to construct for every t 
f = fi., + f2.r such that fl.r E C,, f2 T E Ci, II f‘l,rll c; d Lz”, and II f2,,II c* G 
Lz” ~’ and, therefore, K(s’, ,f) < 2L$. This was not done directly in [4]‘for 
N < 8, where instead, equivalence of (c) with the space (C,, C:,,,), was 
shown and that space implied (a) which in turn implied (c) and that com- 
pleted the proof. Here the use of the exact expression of (a), though in a 
very small part of the proof and though it will not be needed in many of 
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the cases (if c( + /I < 2), is crucial. (That is, we do not prove (c) implies (b) 
directly). As in (a), (b), and (c), an additional linear polynomial would not 
make any difference (we wrote K(t’, ,f‘) = inf ,,+,~=,(lI.f“/l~~,+~* ll.fll~~) 
rather than K( t’, f) = mf,, + ,? _ , ~ll.f~ll~,~~‘~ll.f;lIc~~+ Ilf;II,.)) which is 
equivalent to emphasize that point), we may assume j’(O) = f‘( 1) = 0. We 
can also concentrate near one of the edges of the interval [0, 11, say 0, as 
J‘(X) =J‘(x) $(x) +.f‘(x)( 1 ~ $(x)) with $(x) a decreasing C’ function 
which satisfies $(x) = 1 for s 6 f and $(.Y) = 0 for .Y > + and we will treat 
here .f’(~) $(s) but j’(s)( 1 - $(.Y)) can be treated in the same way. 
We recall the Stekelov means ,f;,(.~) = ( 1 /II’ ) j’~ 5, 3 J” 2/, z .f’( .I- + U, + U? ) 
&, d~~forwhich I.f’(-u)-,f,,(s)i ~max,,,, Idf,f’(x)l and,f;:‘(.u) = l.l/r’dXj’(.u). 
We further define I/I,(X) E $(4’.\-) and for 2 ’ ’ < r < 2 ‘. 
The functions .fi~, A I(X) are defined for .Y 3 2 ’ ’ ’ but here we need it 
for I 3 4 ’ * 3 2 ’ k ’ otherwise 1 - r+Gx + ,(.Y) = 0. We would complete 
the proof if we showed 
Ix “‘*(f(X) ‘j(X) - g,(X))1 .< LT" (2.1) 
IX’ ” 2’j$(sY)l < LT” ’ (2.2) 
for all x with L independent of T .  We will show (2.1) only for .Y >, 3 ‘4 ’ ’ 
(and (2.2) for all x). 
To prove (2.1) we remember that 
.f(x) i(x) = ‘c’ J’(.y) $A-x)(1 - $/c+ 1(-x)) +f(x) It/,(x) 
k=O 
(2.3) 
and therefore we have to show for 2 ’ ’ <T < 2 ‘, 
A’ “* 1 (f’(x)-.f; ~~~~~(~))~k(x)(l~(l/~+,(x)) <LT” (2.4) 
k=O 
for all x and XPZ!’ I f’(x)1 < K>T” only for .Y < 3 .4-’ ‘, i.e., on the support 
of $/(x). We will prove (2.4) for all x and therefore (2.1) for 3 .4 ’ ’ < x. 
In the sum constituting (2.4) for any given x all but at most two terms are 
equal to zero as the function rjk(x)( 1 - $k + ,(x)) is different from 0 only for 
4 k-2 <~<3.4-~-‘. We will use the inequality If(x)-,fh(x)l< 
KY" B’i2hB<K($) Xni2~pp’2hS for x<i. We have now for 4PkP2<~< 
3.4 k-', 
and L of (2.4) for x 3 3 .4 ’ ’ is 2K,. We now prove (2.2) (for all x). 
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Again only at most two terms being different from 0 in the sum defining g,, 




(g,(x)) = x’-cr’2 2 
( > 
2 [.f-i-k-X(X) 
+ (f2-/-k-@) -,f& -j(x)) $,b(x)] 
and for x64-‘--‘, g,(x) = 0 (and therefore g:‘(x) = 0). Using f;(x) = 
h~~dif(x) and therefore for .u>h, IX’pZ’2,f;(x)I <KX’ ma’2h-2h~X(npfl)/2 
= KX’ Irj2h ’ + B, using which we may write for 4 ~ k ~ ’ < x < 4 ~~ ‘,
=I, +1,+z,. 
We have I, < K,(2 -‘)” ‘d K2dp2. Using the estimate of I f-fhl to get 
an estimate for I,fj,, -fI,,l and the estimate II,!I[(x)~ d A(4k)2 (A is indepen- 
dent of k), we have for 4Pk ‘<x64-k, 
I, 6 x 1 49”[(2 I k 3)1((4-k~2)~8/2+(*~/~k~Z)P(4k~l)-/1/2] A42k 
< K,(2 ‘)“- 2 < K4~p 2. 
To get the estimate of I,, we use the estimate for q5, 4” E C[a, h] given by 
lI~‘IIcCu.h,~~M(h-a)~~’ ll(Pll cCc,.bl + (h - a) lld”lI Clo.hI), where ~4 does not 
depend on h and u (see, e.g., [4, p. 3103) with $(x)=f2 , kmZ(~)- 
f2-,-lmi(x), h = 4 k, a = 4Pk ‘, and the estimate of q5 and 4” as in I, and I,. 
We have II 6 KS” 2 when we recall Ill/;(x)1 d A,4k in addition to the 
above. For 4 ’ ’ < x < 4 -’ we estimate X’ ~ ‘I2 g:(x) similarly but we have 
to use IJ‘(x)l d M, X(a+P)‘2 which we will prove in Lemma 2.2. It looks at 
this stage that we do not have yet “(c) implies (b),” but we do have 
IXm’~2(,f(x)-g,(x))l<KzB for 3.4~‘~~‘<~<1-3.4~‘~’ or 3r2,<x< 
1 - 3r2 and IX’ “/‘g:‘(x)1 d Kzpp2 always. We choose now for a given n, 
T,,= L/3 & and for 3t’d yd 1 - 3~’ we have &(1/n)< y< 1 -+(1/n). 
Therefore, 
lXpr’“(4(f, XI - B2JL XIII d Ixpa’2(B,(f- g,, XI- B,,,(f-- g,, x)1 
+ lX--“‘2(fL(g,, x)- B2,(g,, x)l 
= I(?& T,) f J(TZ, T,,). 
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To estimate I(n, z,?), we replace j’(J)-g,(J) by @(f, n, y)- 
(S(y) - g,.(.v)) xCl,% 1 - (1/3n)l ( w ere h X(A) is the characteristic 
function on A); this would not affect Z(n, 7,) as f(0) =f( 1) = g,(O) = 
g,( 1) = 0 and for 1/2n < 4’ < 1 - (1/2n) the expression is the same with @ as 
withf- g,. The function @ satisfies X “’ I@(f, n, .x)I < Kt” for all .x. 
We have now 
To estimate Z,(n, r,) we follow [ 1, p. 7041 (it does not matter that 
@(f; n, y) is not continuous at 1/3n and 1 - (l/311)) to obtain 
or Z(n, T,?) < 2Kt(. For J(n, T,,) the situation is easier as g,(.~) is defined on 
[0, l] and satisfies XtP2 * lg:‘(x)( < KT” ’ and, using the inequality (25) of 
[ 1, p. 7041, one obtains 
J(n, 7,) G 
1 
l/X’ “2g;n(x)II c.jo,,l 6 K, - gB *. 
n ” 
Recalling r,, = l/3 4, IX x ‘(B,,(.f; -u)- B,,,(.fi x))l 6 Rn mii 2 (where R 
does not depend on n or x). Therefore, 
and this is (a) which, according to [l], implies (b) which completes the 
proof. 
We will prove now the estimate of ,T required in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. For .fe C[O, 11, f’(0) = 0, and C( + fi < 2, X 1 2 IA;,/‘(.Y)I G 
M( t2/X)B’2 implies I f(x)1 < M, X” + “)I’. 
Proof Set t=x and write If’(O)-2f(,~)+~f‘(2.~)I <M,x(‘+~‘)‘*. Hence 
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Set +62L~<4r 2PLm-2 <X and If(2”x)l 6 (IfljcCo,,, and we obtain our 
result for r+b<2. For a+862 we write a<[ < 3 and use 
12f(x) -f(2x)l 6 Mx which implies If([) - 2”f([/2”)1 < 2~4~ or 
I.f(x)l <M,x for x<a. 
3. THE SATURATION CASE fi= 2 
The saturation result is given by 
THEOREM 3.1. For ,f~ C[O, l] and X=x( l-5) and 0 < c( d 2 the 
conditions 
(a’) XPa’* jB,(f, x)-f(~)l <Mn-‘, 
(c') J?“* If(x-t)-2f(x)+f(x+ t)l < Kt’, and 
(d) f and f’ are locally absolutely continuous in (0, 1) and 
II~‘~~‘Zf”(X)IIL.~O.l,~L 
are equivalent. 
Proof For G( = 2 the theorem was proved by Lorentz in [7, 
pp. 102-1081. It follows from Berens and Lorentz’s paper [1] that 
IB,,(f, x) -f(x)1 6 (7/n)’ pU’2(X/2n)“‘2 Ilflic~ which would prove (d) 
implies (a’) if X’ ~ ‘j2f” E C[O, 11, but there’ is no difference in the proof if 
we assume only X’Pa’2f” E L,[O, 11. To show that (c’) implies (d) for 
CY # 2 is a simple exercise especially as we may use (c’) on the intervals 
[2 -‘-I, 2’1 and on [l -2-‘, 1 -2-‘-l] for 1 integers and recall that on 
these intervals the weight function X’ ~ a’2 is bounded from both sides in the 
same way in (c’) and (d). To show that (d) implies (c’) we use the Taylor 
expansion with integral remainder. With no loss of generality, we restrict 
ourselves to x < 4 and 0 < t < a and get 
X ’ -v* Idff(x)l <xl - d2 
Ll j 
’ (u-x+t)f”(u)du 
I ~ I 
< Lx’ -- ai2 
1 
. 
Obviously, j;+ ‘( ( x+ t-u)/u1-a’2)du~t(l/x’-a’2) t2. We also have 
~~~,((~-x+t)/u~-~‘*)du~~(l/(x-t)~~”’~)t* and j;-,((u--x+t)/ 
u1~~i2)du~j~ua~2du=(1/(1+a/2))x1f”~2 which we use for x>2t and 
x<2t, respectively. For x>2t we have xlPcr’* IAff(x)l < 
640/50/l-4 
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Lx ’ a/2($( l/x’ ‘,‘) + i( 1/(x/2)’ @)) t* < Kt*. For x < 2t we have 
x1-x:2 )dff’(x)) < Lx’ “‘*((l/(1 +?/2))x’+“;2 + ;(t*/.& “2)) < L(t2/2) 
+ L(xZ/(l + 42)) < L, tL. 
We are left now with the main part of the proof which is to show (a’) 
implies (d). Here we utilize a local saturation theorem as the global result 
[7, p. 1021 would not allow us much leeway with a weight function near 0 
and 1. We prove it directly as it seems much easier than showing how the 
proof of an earlier result [6] applies to what we need here. 
Forfe C[O, I] and f~ C*[6/2, 1 - (d/2)] we have 
lim n[B,(f, x)-,f(x)] =pf”(x) (3.1) 
n + CL-II 
uniformly in [S, 1 - 61 ( see, e.g., [6, Lemma 3.21, but actually the above 
is a straightforward computation using Taylor’s formula for ,f‘(k;ln) 
expanded around x). For X ” jB,,( f; x) -,f(x)/ 6 Mn ’ we have 
X-“* Ifl,(A x) -,f’(x)l < Mn-“4 and, therefore, x-“!2 IA:f(x)l< 
K(t2/X)3’4 or for XE [d/2, 1 -(J/2)], IA,.fl 6 K,t. For gE C” such that 
Supp gc [S, l-S], IA,fl 6 K,t for XE [h/2, 1 -(h/2)] and f~ C[O, 11, 
we use the Taylor expansion of g(x) around k/n and recall the actual value 
of jA(x - (k/n))’ P,Jx) d x f or i=O, 1, 2 [7, p. 1061 to obtain 
n(K,(f; xl -.f(,x)) g(x) dx 
EZ, +Z*+Z3. 
Now for 612 < k,ln < 6, 
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bn K”t lixllc~o.,,+~ Ik’llc~o,,, lIfllcCo,,, 
( 
GKcs llgll + llg’ll llfll, 
+ Ilfll Ilg’ll n< IISII Ildll, and w; Ilfll Ilg”ll. 
As an alternative to the estimate of 111 j (B,(.f, x) -f(x)) g(x) dxl we 
could have recalled instead a much more complicated result [6, 
Lemma 3.41, but an attempt is made here to show that we need only 
a very crude local result. We have now for f, E C2 and for ($, 4) = 
I:, G(u) 4(u) & 
lim <n(B,(.fl, ~1 -.fl(x)h g(x)) 
,1 - x 
= C-41 --x).f;)(x), g(x)) = <.f,(,~), (41 -x) g(x))“). 
Obviously, we can choose f, + ,f in the norm I/ f‘ - .f;\lclo ,, + 
Sup,(flf) II~,(.f-.f,)lI~.rii.~.l - lc+.2)1 and therefore 
lim (4&U; .y) -.f(x)L g(x)> = lim lim (n(k(fl, x)-fib), g(x)> n - % n-m/-r: 
= )iyy Jimx (4&(L xl -fix)), g(x)> 
= /im_(f;(s), (41 -x) g(x))“) 
= <f(X)> (x(1 -xl g(x))“). 
We now recall (a standard technique) that IXPZ”n(B,,(f; x)-f(x)1 is 
bounded in C and therefore Iln(B,(f, x) -f(x)11 cc6,61 is bounded and has a 
weak * accumulation point, say 4 in L, [S, 1 -81. Consider g as a 
function in L,[6, 1 -81; we have lim,,,,,(n,(B,,(f, x)-f(x), g(x)) = 
(d(x), g(x)). (Of course different subsequences may be needed for different 
g). Now (d(x), g(x)) = (A (x(1 -x) g(x))“) for all gE C” Supp gc 
[a,b] and [a,h]c(O, 1) and therefore 4=x(1-x)f“’ in L,[a,b]. The 
crucial point is that the above is true in any subinterval of [0, l] (which 
does not contain 0 or l), in particular in [2-’ ‘, 2-‘+‘] (and [l-2-‘+‘, 
1 -2-‘-‘I), and in that interval ,$=x(1 -x),f”~‘L,[2~‘-‘, 2-“‘I the 
weak* accumulation point of n(B,,(J x)-f(x)) in [2 -‘- ‘, 2-‘+ ‘1 is 
bounded 
11x( 1 - x) ,.r(xb)i; 
Iln(B,(jI X)-~f(X)llcC2~l~‘,2-1+1, <M(2-‘-‘)a:2 
L,czmfm L,~~I+ ‘, d M(2 m/P ‘)‘j2 or I/(x(1-x))’ -(GIr 
.f”bll L I l2m, I 2m1+ 1, < 8M. This being true for all I completes the proof for 
the estimate on 4. The overlapping of the intervals is needed to express that 
in the intersection we have a unique function (4 =x( 1 - x)f”) and 
therefore we have one function on (0, 1). 
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Note uddcd in proo/. I conjecture that (c) of Theorem 2.1 for 2 < r + /j implies / (.i) = 
f,(.~)+A,,r and .f(u)=fz(.u)+AZ(l -.x) where /,(.r)=O(.r”‘fi”) as .r+O+. and fr(.\)= 
0( ( I ~ x))‘“’ ‘I’ ‘) as I + 1 -. This ~111 allow us to drop the condition m + /1< 2 in Theorem 2. I. 
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